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On our Cover:
Nikonians Charter member Rick Paul (rickpaul) shot the image of the popular tourist attraction “It’s a Small World” at Disneyland in California. The shot was taken hand-held with his Nikon D3
and AF-S NIKKOR 24-70mm f/2.8G ED lens at ISO 3200, f/5.0, 1/125th sec. Rick told us that after some trial and error shots he found the best method was to use Shutter Priority or Manual, lock
in the shutter speed and let the aperture and ISO roam. Rick has been to both major Disney theme parks and he observed: “Disney uses Nikon equipment for all their staff photographers at both
Disneyland in California, and Disneyworld in Florida.” Rick has been contributing wedding photography advice in his Nikonians Blog, and we have an excerpt on page 22.
This Page: Nikonians Silver member Wayne Johnson (TTmaster) from Tempe, Arizona, USA shot this Poinsettia macro image with his AF Nikkor 70-300mm f/4-5.6G lens on a Nikon D70. He had
the ISO dialed up to 1600 for an aperture of f/4.8 and a 1/40 sec exposure. The camera was mounted on a Manfrotto tripod and head.
THE NIKONIAN™ is copyrighted © Nikonians EMEA Ltd 2009. All rights reserved. Nikonians® is a registered trademark. Our domains, products and services are not associated or affiliated with
the Nikon Corporation. All images are copyright of the respective photographers. Chief Editor Tom Boné (flashdeadline@nikonians.org). Design and Production provided by Kristina Nessl, Executive
Office Manager, enprovia® Software Engineering s.r.o. Our circulation: Over 120,000 copies of this publication are downloaded within the first three month of being issued.
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Editorial
Wait till next year!
Tom Boné
(flashdeadline)
Chief Editor
Member
since April 7, 2002
3667posts

By Tom Boné (flashdeadline)

Next year is a milestone anniversary
for the Nikonians community. On
April 30, 2010, we will be celebrating
10 years online thanks to co- founders
J. Ramón Palacios (jrp) and Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs). They met online in late
1999. JRP had made some comments
on Bo’s original F5 review and Bo had
made some comments on JRP’s Brief
Love Story.

four months from decision to deployment. It took them 22 months to meet in person
for the first time. The first anniversary, April 30th, 2001 is celebrated with 2,600 registered members.
On April 30th, 2010, we will be celebrating year the tenth anniversary with over
200,000 registered members.

I’m going to go directly to the expanded “Genesis” section of our site and let the co-founders explain what happened
next:
A strong friendship develops. It grows from mutual respect, shared values and a common interest: Photography with a Nikon®. They both reacted to the fact that many
discussion forums “out there” were frequently pretty rude, with an impolite tone in
the messages exchanged and false. The main issues recurrently experienced at other
sites and what they thought was wrong were:
• Lack of firm, consistent moderation in forums
• Low quality of content with false statements, no accountability, spreading of false
rumors and hearsay
• Unfriendly, rude and childish exchanges, lack of a code of honor for mature behavior, “What brand is best” continuous flaming wars
• Parochial instead of international, never global
• Generic, not brand oriented
• A vacuum of Nikon specific up-to-date discussions
• Commercial in nature with questionable editorial credibility
• No real community spirit
So they decided to create their own community, less than a month after they met
online. Two months were spent on detailed planning and design, from philosophy to
policy to layout and colors. Immediately an Alpha version of the main site went online
and soon later the Beta version.
The site was opened to the public April 30th, 2000, with 30 members. It took them
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Much has changed and improved in the past decade, and our next eZine (March 2010)
will be a celebration of those changes, as well as the official revealing of our Best of
Nikonians - 2009 Images Photo Contest winner.
Keep your eye on our News Blogs in the next year, because the co-founders are telling
me they have special plans, promotions and prizes in store as part of that celebration.
In the words of your co-founders, who deserve a round of applause right about now
—
Thank you for your support.
Tom Boné (flashdeadline)
Editor

Membership levels
Nikonians offers several levels of membership. Of course there is a free, basic membership good for a 25 day trial period, but we invite you to
enjoy the fun and benefits of Silver, Gold and Platinum membership levels providing you with sell & buy opportunities, image upload, free shipping and more. Nikonians is a not-for-profit community. All capital generated through our operations (The Nikonians Community, The PhotoProShop and The Nikonians Academy) are reinvested to sustain our growth. Each membership counts and we take this opportunity to thank
you for your support!
Bo Stahlbrandt and J. Ramón Palacios, Founders of Nikonians

Access our free forum areas.
Learn, share and participate in lively discussions
Receive our newsletters, podcasts and RSS feeds
Receive our eZine THE NIKONIAN™ as PDF
Access our fast search portal NikoScope™

Everything in the Silver level plus
Your exclusive Nikonians personal Photographer’s ID
Get your personal Nikonians Business Card
Write access to the Nikonians Wiki
Your own personal blog at Nikonians
Your own personal email address at Nikonians

Image gallery
Your personal image gallery with many features.
Participate in photo contests
Participate in the Annual Best of Nikonians Images
Photo Contest. Prizes are awarded during the year as
well as in the contest finals.
Access to classifieds section
Buy and sell your gear in our Buy and Sell Forums
Access to Nikonians workshops & tours
Access to Nikonians events
Upload and link to images in forums
Rebates and more!

Everything in the Silver and Gold level
plus free shipping in the Photo Pro Shop,
larger gallery, free access to events
Access to Platinum Lounge
Free access to the Nikonians Business Directory, the
Orange Pages

A membership starts as low as $25 USD per year
or less than 7 cents a day. Join today at
www.nikonians.org/membership
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Contest Update
The Best of Nikonians - 2009 Images Photo Contest, is just weeks away from finishing up for the year. The contest, open to all Silver, Gold and Platinum Nikonians Members has
resulted in monthly winners being announced, with each moving on to the finals at the end
of the year.
Each month (ending in December 2009) a contest theme is used to challenge our participating
members. The December them is “My Best Shot” and you still have time to enter.
The monthly winners have received prizes from our contest sponsors: Epson, Phase One,
Datacolor and Think Tank Photo. At the conclusion of the contest the overall First Place
winner will receive an additional prize, and the Certificate of Nikonians High Photographic
Achievement. Nikonians will also award two Honorary Mentions each with a one year Nikonians Gold Membership.
Finals awards and prizes will be announced and awarded in the first half of February, 2010
Follow this link to see the detailed Contest Rules.

Silver Nikonian Tammy McBrien (duffergirl) of Ontario, Canada won the September segment of our the
contest with her photo, entitled “Fireworks Festival Montreal.” It was captured at the L’International
Des Feux Loto-Quebec - Montreal, Canada with her Nikon D300 and AF-S DX VR Zoom-NIKKOR
18-200mm f/3.5-5.6G IF-ED lens.
Tammy shares with us her behind the scenes preparations:
It was late in the evening. I managed to get a tripod set up which was difficult as there were so many
people in the crowd. I was initially disappointed that I could not get closer to the fireworks but once
I started shooting I realized that I could capture the crowd watching the fireworks — and I really
liked that depth and the ability to capture the entire event from a distance. It was a lovely clear
evening. The fireworks display in this portion of the competition was put on by South Africa.
I shoot with my D300 and my 18-200 lens aperture was f/13. The ISO was set to 200 and the focal
length of the lens was at 56 mm. The exposure lasted for 1.3 seconds. My camera was mounted on
a 25 year old, creaky, aluminum tripod. The head was propped up straight with a wine cork. I have
since replaced it with a snappy carbon fiber model.
As her prize, Tammy received from Think Tank Photo a Speed Racer Camera Beltpack.
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Contest Update
Nikonians Gold member
Voltaire Malazarte (Alaz), of
New York, USA, won the October segment with his image
“Children of lesser God.”
Voltaire’s photo is a Black and
White conversion of street
children jockeying for better
positions at the famous Magellan’s Cross historical site,
in Cebu, Philippines.
He used his Nikon D700 and
AF-S Zoom-NIKKOR 2870mm f/2.8D IF-ED lens at
52mm. The exposure was
1/60 sec at f/8, using ISO
200. The Black and White
conversion was made using
Adobe Creative Suite 4 and
Silver Efex Pro from Nik Software.
Voltaire’s prize for making
it into the semi-finals is a
StreetWalker camera backpack from Think Tank Photo.
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Contest Update
The most recent winner is Silver Nikonian
Ryan Pendleton (Pichead) of Missouri,
USA in the November segment with his
image “St. Louis Storm”
Ryan used his Nikon D700 and Nikkor
AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8 G ED lens for an extended 25 second exposure at f/2.8. That’s
Ryan standing in the foreground. He had
his D700 tripod mounted and triggered
it with his remote. In his photo notes he
calmly states “Did not get struck.”

10th Anniversary

Ryan will be receiving Think Tank Photo’s
Speed Racer Camera Beltpack for his winning entry.

Annotate!

software
helps you tag people
in your images
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Road Story about the Epson 3880 printer

By Albert Esschendal (alberte)

Trip to Epson Europe ProPhoto Headquarters proves to be a real eye-opener
Albert Esschendal
(alberte)
Team Moderator
Member since
Dec. 2004
640 posts

Monday November 16th, 2009,
05.30 hours, the alarm rings…!
Time to get up and go to work, but
no, this time it`s a different destination. Düsseldorf!
Hendric Schneider (Mass Media and
Communications Director at Nikonians) had asked me a few weeks
earlier if I would be interested in
visiting Epson Europe to print some
of my ANPAT photo’s. I gladly accepted the invitation from Nikonians and Epson.

Trip to Dusseldorf
Not having a car means go to Dusseldorf by train and this is for this distance
no problem. Take 2 local trains to Arnhem and then the German High Speed
Train (ICE) to Basel. Be careful not to wait until Cologne (the Photokina stop)
but get out at Düsseldorf Hauptbahnhof. With a small trip with the Stadtbahn
to Meerbusch, I arrived at the Epson Europe Headquarters. The trip takes 3.5
hours. Is this long day of traveling worth it? Keep reading!
At the Epson Europe ProPhoto Headquarters, Michaela Stolle welcomed me.
Michaela is Product Manager Prophoto within Epson`s European Marketing
Department. She took me to a big room with all kinds of big color printers, like
the Epson Stylus Pro 4880, 7450, 7880, 11880, and so on. There were a lot of
printers there!
The printer we used to print the whole day is the new Epson Stylus Pro 3880.
This is a sophisticated 17-inch printer, replacing its popular predecessor, the
Epson Stylus Pro 3800. The 3880 features Epson UltraChrome K3® with Vivid
Magenta ink technology and an advanced MicroPiezo® AMC™ print head to
produce gallery quality color and black-and-white output up to 17” x 22”.
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Michaela Stolle holding my squirrel print.

To be brief: This is the printer to have if you want a 17-inch inkjet professional
photo printer, and not need a roll feed option. This printer using pigmentbased ink has blown me away with his color printing capabilities.
This article is not a test report with a lot of data but more an impression what
the 3880’s are capable of. To get the widest possible impression I took some of
my ANPAT pictures with me and some special photo’s to test the limits of the
3880. Of course it is not possible to present in this eZine article the true print
reproduction final results, so the images are presented only to show you the
wide range of printing torture I planned to use as a challenge for the Epson
Stylus Pro 3880. Some of these test shots included scenes of the Eiffel Tower in
the autumn of 2008 and scenic locations in Yosemite National Park. Watching
the results of those images coming out of the printer my first impression was
WOW! Blacks were truly black and blue skies were popping off the page!

Road Story about the Epson 3880 printer
Bodie is a ghost town in the Bodie Hills east of the Sierra Nevada mountain
range in Mono County, California, USA. Photo made with a Nikon D3, Nikkor
AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8 lens, on 28mm, f/8, 1/800s, ISO200, with tripod. This
photo was printed on Water Resistant Matte Canvas. Nice flexible material, like
the structure.

Wagon at Bodie – National Historic Landmark, California, USA
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This Fox was standing along the road in Denali National Park. So the bus
stopped to let us photograph it. Photo made with a Nikon D3, Nikkor AF-S
200-400mm f/4 lens, on 400mm, f/11, 1/200s, ISO400, by hand on bus. This
photo was printed on Cold Press Natural paper. The fox came out excellently
sharp without usage of a photo editor.

Fox on the road – ANPAT9, Denali National Park, Alaska, USA

Road Story about the Epson 3880 printer
On our way back to the Denali National Park WAC (Wilderness Access Center)
we stopped 1 mile earlier to walk to the WAC. Reason is this nice valley with
yellow aspens. Was lucky to see and photograph a rainbow, which started by
the small airport close the WAC. Photo made with a Nikon D3, Nikkor AF-S
24-70mm f/2.8 lens, on 66mm, f/8, 1/80s, ISO200, with tripod. The printed
version captured the entire range of colors.

Rainbow over airfield – ANPAT9, Denali National Park, Alaska, USA
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The Team consisted of (from left to right):
Albert Esschendal (alberte), Steve Johnson (reuben), Paul Ekman (pdekman),
Jay Newmark (drdrog). Photo made with a Nikon D3, Nikkor AF-S 24-70mm
f/2.8 lens, on 70mm, f/8, 1/500s, ISO200, Exp. Comp.: -1.7 and with tripod
by the ghost of Laura III.

F(irst) or F(abulous) Team – ANPAT9, Denali National Park, Alaska, USA

Road Story about the Epson 3880 printer
In a special hut by a secret location this Sparrow Hawk was photograph taking
a bath. Took 30 seconds to clean and then it flew off again. Result a nice series
of photographs. Photo made with a Nikon D3, Nikkor AF-S 200-400mm f/4
lens, on 360mm, f/4, 1/160s, ISO1600.

Sparrow Hawk – Secret location, The Netherlands

Annotate! software
makes it easy
to share comments
on images
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Same hut. Photo made with a Nikon D3, Nikkor AF-S 200-400mm f/4 lens, on
330mm, f/4, 1/125s, ISO 800.

Red Squirrel with thirst – Secret location, The Netherlands

Connect
with other photographers add them as friends!

Road Story about the Epson 3880 printer

Premium Glossy Photo Paper
High gloss finish. This paper is smudge and water-resistant with a smooth,
bright white, resin coated stock.
Premium Semigloss Photo Paper
Semigloss, perl finish. This paper is smudge and water-resistant with a smooth,
bright white, resin coated stock.
Premium Luster Photo Paper
Lustre finish. This paper is smudge and water-resistant with a smooth, bright
white, resin coated stock.
Archival Matte Paper / Enhanced Matte Paper
Flat bright white matte finish. High color gamut for remarkable color reproduction.
Water Resistant Matte Canvas
Matte canvas surface. highest resolution canvas coating for outstanding reproductions, Stretchable for framing, Cotton/Poly blend for increased durability,
Heavyweight for quality feel
Epson Cold Press Bright
Bright white surface with soft textured finish for excellent color and black &
white reproduction. With an acid free base, PH Buffered, 100% cotton rag on
340 gsm weight. Extreme high D-Max for high contrast, instantly drying with
a wide colour gamut. Two sided coating for extra versatility.
Epson Cold Press Natural
White surface, without Optical Brightening Agents (OBA’s), soft textured finish for excellent color and black & white reproduction. With an acid free base,
PH Buffered, 100% cotton rag on 340 gsm weight. Extreme high D-Max for
high contrast, instantly drying with a wide colour gamut. Two sided coating for
extra versatility.
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ADVERTISEMENT

We printed plenty of great shots and I was able to see the quality on such impressive papers as:

Road Story about the Epson 3880 printer

Epson Hot Press Natural
White surface, without OBA’s, ultra smooth finish for excellent color and black
& white reproduction. With an acid free base, PH Buffered, 100% cotton rag
on 330 gsm weight. Extreme high D-Max for high contrast, instantly drying
with a wide colour gamut. Two sided coating for extra versatility
Traditional Photo Paper
Smooth, glossy fiber based media with the feel of the Baryta paper used in
traditional dark rooms, with high color saturation with Epson UltraChrome K3
inks. Its manufacturing is close to that of Fine Art Papers and its base material a
very stable alpha cellusose fiber paper, which is lignin free and shows the same
longevity as cotton fibers.
Watercolor Paper-Radiant White
Textured matte surface on a heavyweight coated paper. It is an affordable media with a feel and look of a fine art paper.
Velvet Fine Art Paper
Bright white textured surface, 100% cotton rag acid free base
Conclusion:
I had an excellent day printing some of my photos at Epson Europe ProPhoto
Headquarters. In general I was blown away by the quality my Nikon D3 images matched to the printing capability of the Epson Stylus Pro 3880.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Epson Hot Press Bright
Bright white surface, ultra smooth finish for excellent color and black & white
reproduction. With an acid free base, PH Buffered, 100% cotton rag on 330
gsm weight. Extreme high D-Max for high contrast, instantly drying with a
wide colour gamut. Two sided coating for extra versatility

Holiday Specials from the Nikonians PhotoProShop
While you are doing your online shopping for that friend or loved
one don’t forget that you can order some of our Nikonians PhotoProShop items and they will be shipped immediately. Depending
on your location at this time the odds are the gift will arrive after
Christmas, but you can always use this Nikonians Gift Card in any
fancy envelope to present on Christmas Day.
We invite you to visit the Nikonians PhotoProShop and browse
through our extensive inventory for the perfect gift for your favorite photographer.
Some of our featured special include:
Nikonians XXL-Tripod bag
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Holiday Specials from the Nikonians PhotoProShop
The Nikonians XXL-Tripod bag is made of durable Nylon with a specialized
padded and reinforced coating providing optimum protection for your valuable
equipment. The coating uses materials found in professional sports punching
bags and boxing gloves.
This solution, with its 32 inch height is especially appealing to nature photographers, who constantly work with tripods equipped with ball heads, spikes and
other accessories.
You are now “ready to fire” and not waste precious time with mounting the
ball head or attaching the spikes and accessories. Pull it out of the bag — set it
up — and start shooting.
Digital Spirit Level

The bubble level mounted on the hot shoe
has been invaluably helpful, both in landscape and in portrait position for a long time
already. Now the next step has been made
with the digital spirit level, manufactured
by Micnova. This device is extremely light,
can be adjusted in many ways and is easily
mounted on your hotshoe.
Tilted horizons? Don’t let this happen to
you!
Customize the Digital Spirit Level depending
on your photographic behavior.

Features of the device:
• Adjusting brightness / brightness can be adjusted in 5 levels.
• Adjusting sensitivity / sensitivity can be adjusted in 5 levels.
• Adjusting your own spirit level mode / use your own reference level state
• Battery power saving mode / saves about 30% of your battery power
• Automatic Power Down
• Restore factory defaults / reset all adjustments
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Nikon D5000 AF-Area Modes in Detail

by Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell)

Mastering the Nikon D5000, our fifth in a series of books in the
joint venture between NikoniansPress and publisher Rocky Nook will
be shipping this month. Nikonians author Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell)
has provided us with a small sample of the book describing the camera’s
autofocus area modes.
The AF-area modes are designed to give you control over how many
AF sensors are in use at one time, and different ways to track subject
movement. Let’s carefully examine each of the focus “area” modes.
(See Custom setting a1 in Chapter 7 – Custom Setting Menu, and user’s
manual pages 56 and 155).
Here are the four AF-area modes in the Nikon D5000:
1. Single point
2. Dynamic-area
3. Auto-area
4. 3D-tracking (11 points)

Single point area mode – Information edit screens

Each of the AF-area modes has both an Information edit screen and a
Custom setting a1 menu. You can use either of these to change modes.
The Information edit screens are simpler to use, in most cases, since there
are less steps. We’ll look at both types of screens, plus how each AFarea mode works. At right you can see the Single point area AF selection
screens.
Single Point Autofocus
This mode uses a single AF focus sensor point out of the array of 11
points to acquire a good focus. Usually, the center AF sensor point is the one
that provides focus information. You can control which sensor provides focus
information with the thumb Multi selector switch. Move the AF point around
the viewfinder if a secondary AF point better fits your image composition.
Here is a common problem with Single-point AF. If I have two people standing
next to each other, with a gap in the middle, the single center AF point will be
examining the space between the two subjects. That will lead to a nice sharp
picture of the background, with your friends out of focus. You can do one of
three things to overcome this problem:
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Single point area mode – Custom setting a1

One, you could get the focus first by pointing the center sensor at the face of
one of the subjects, pressing the shutter release button half way to get a focus,
then holding it down while recomposing the image. When you have recomposed the shot, you’ll finish pressing the shutter release the rest of the way and
take the picture. This is called the “focus and recompose” method.
Two, using the Multi selector thumb switch you can move the AF sensor point
selector bracket around the viewfinder. You can compose the picture first by

Nikon D5000 AF-Area Modes in Detail
centering it however you’d like, then using the Multi selector to move
the single AF sensor until it rests on the face of one of the subjects. Then
you’ll press the shutter button half way down to get good focus, and the
rest of the way down to take the picture.
Three, you can use Auto-area AF with its ability to find the nearest subject, especially a human face, and focus on it. Any of these methods
will solve the problem of having a perfectly focused background, with
out of focus subjects caused by a center AF sensor concentrating on the
background between them. Many of us will use Single-point AF mode.
It works particularly well for static or slowly moving subjects. When I’m
out shooting beautiful nature images or at an event like a wedding, I’ll
often use Single-point area mode, Single-servo focus mode (AF-S), and
Single frame release mode.
Example of use: If a subject is not moving (like a tree or a standing person) then Single-point area mode and Single frame release mode will
allow you to acquire focus. Once the focus is acquired, the AF Module
will “Lock” focus on the subject, and it will not change. If the subject
moves, your chosen focus point may no longer be perfect and you’ll
need to recompose while releasing then pressing the shutter release button half way again. Often, if the subject is moving very slowly or sporadically, I’ll not even use Continuous release mode, but will leave it in
Single frame release mode. I’ll tap the shutter button half way to acquire
focus when the subject moves, and tap it again as needed. When I’m
ready, I simply press the shutter release the rest of the way down, and
I’ve got the shot.
Any time I’m shooting a static or slowly moving simple subject, I’ll often use
Single-point area mode, along with Single frame or Continuous release modes.
Now, let’s move on to Dynamic-area AF, and see what benefits it brings us.
Dynamic-area Autofocus
This mode is best used when your subject is moving. Instead of using a single
AF sensor alone for autofocus, several sensors surrounding the one you have
selected with your thumb switch are also active. The Dynamic-area AF selection screens are show above (at right).
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Dynamic area mode – Information edit screens

Dynamic area mode – Custom setting a1

Once you’ve selected Dynamic-area AF, your camera has the capability to do
some basic subject tracking. When you look into the viewfinder, you won’t see
anything that helps you know you are in that mode. The viewfinder screen
looks just like when the camera is in Single-point AF mode. You still just see
the one big bracket surrounding a small square AF point, and you can move it
around among the 11 points with the Multi selector thumb switch. However,
there is a difference that is not visible.

Nikon D5000 AF-Area Modes in Detail
some macro shots of a bee on a flower, and she is moving around the
blossom. The extra AF points allow you to track her around the small
area without moving the camera. Or, you might be panning with a running person during a football game, and use the extra AF points to stay
with the subject without losing the focus, even if your main AF point
leaves the subject briefly.
Side point: We’ll talk more about focus tracking with all 11 points later in
this chapter by considering another pattern called 11 points (3D-Tracking). This mode allows your D5000 to use all its AF points for tracking,
and to pay attention to the color and brightness of the subject to improve tracking accuracy with some subjects.
Auto-area Autofocus
AF Sensor Point Patterns in Dynamic-area AF

In Single-point AF mode you are truly using a single AF focus point to get
autofocus. Even though Dynamic-are AF looks the same, in fact, there
are up to five AF focus points being used in this mode. Imagine a crossshaped pattern of AF sensors, with the big-bracketed one in the center.
You are still selecting a single AF point to start the autofocus, in this
mode. However, if the subject moves a bit and the selected AF sensor is
no longer on the subject, the AF focus points surrounding the selected
focus point will start providing autofocus services. They will take over
when needed to keep the focus accurate. The AF Sensor Point Patterns
illustration above is a look at the otherwise invisible cross-shaped pattern
that can be moved around the viewfinder with the Multi selector thumb
switch.
Notice how you lose one AF sensor in the pattern, when you move to the edge
of the viewfinder in any direction. The only time you’ll have five active sensors
seeking a subject is when the selected AF sensor point is directly in the middle
of the viewfinder. On the edges, only four sensors are active. The illustration
above (left side) shows the center pattern. The second image shows the right
edge pattern.
Can you see how flexible the Dynamic-area AF mode is? Maybe you’re doing
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Auto-area mode – Information edit screens

This mode turns the D5000 into an expensive point-and-shoot camera. Use
this mode when you simply have little time to adjust your camera, but would
still like to get great images. The AF Module decides what the subject is, and
selects the AF sensors it thinks work best. Above are the Auto-area AF selection screens.
When you use this mode, you’ll notice how the camera itself selects various AF

Nikon D5000 AF-Area Modes in Detail
subject travels across the viewfinder, the next consecutive sensor will
take over. You can see this progression, since the D5000 displays which
AF sensor point is active at that moment. Below are the 3D-Tracking
(11 point) AF selection screens.
An easy way to see how this works is to select 3D-Tracking with one
of the AF-area Mode Selection Screens (shown on previous page). This
Auto-area mode – Custom setting a1

points as it examine the entire view its lens finds. Usually, it will select the
closest and brightest subject, with special emphasis on human faces.
According to Nikon, if you are using a D or G lens, there is “human
recognition technology” built into this mode. Since most of us will only
be using Auto-area AF when we want to shoot for fun, like at a party,
a human subject that is closest to the camera is the most likely subject
anyway. Your D5000 can usually detect a human and not focus on the
background instead. Face recognition technology has come a long way
in the last few years. Nikon has given you a great tool for taking sharp
pictures of people when you use Auto-area AF mode.
If you are shooting non-human subjects, just pay careful attention to
what the camera considers to be the subject. Usually, it will select what you
want it to select. However, if you are focusing on an object in the middle
distance and the camera notices a brighter and closer object between
you and your subject, it may very well choose the closer object. Using
this mode means that you must keep watch on what the camera thinks
the subject is, and move slightly if it won’t focus where you want it to
focus.
3D-tracking (11 points) Autofocus
This mode is designed for action shooters. Sports, moving animals, races, and airshows all benefit from the camera tracking a subject. You’ll
select your subject by using one of the AF sensor points. If the subject
moves, the camera will hand off the AF responsibility to other sensors. As the
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AF-area Mode Selection Screens – Information edit screens

AF-area Mode Selection Screens – 3D-tracking (11 Points)

Nikon D5000 AF-Area Modes in Detail

Select 3D-Tracking (11 points) and then focus on a static subject. Slowly move
your camera away from the subject. You’ll be able to see the tracking happen,
as the AF sensor in use changes to a different one. It is quite fascinating to see
how this happens when you are focusing on a moving subject.
Example of use: Let’s imagine that you are photographing a bird perched in a
tree, but you want some shots of it in flight. You are patiently waiting for it to
fly. You have 3D-Tracking AF selected with all 11 AF points active, so that the
camera will track the bird instantly when it starts flying. You’ve already established focus with the sensor you selected using the thumb Multi selector switch,
and are holding the shutter release half way down to maintain focus. You’ve
also previously set the Release Mode to Continuous, so that you can fire off
rapid bursts of images (up to 4 per second). Suddenly, and faster than you can
react, the bird takes to flight. By the time you can get the camera moving, the
bird has moved to the left in the viewfinder, and the focus tracking system has
reacted by instantly switching away from the primary sensor you established
focus with, and is now using other AF sensors within the 11 to maintain focus
on the bird. You press the shutter release all the way down, and the images
start pouring into your camera’s memory card. You are panning with the bird,
firing bursts, until it moves out of range. You’ve got the shot, yet again!
In shooting a bird flying across the sky while I panned with the D5000, it was
gratifying to see the AF focus points jumping around on the viewfinder as my
aim varied. The focus stayed right with the bird, and I was able to capture several good images.
Nikon says that the camera uses color and brightness information to track your
moving subject, when you use 3D-Tracking (11 points). Here is a direct quote
from a Nikon website: “When using 3D-tracking (11 points) mode, the camera uses your subject’s color and brightness information to keep it in sharp
focus as you change the composition.”
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mode is only available if you have AF-A or AF-C Focus mode active. If you
have AF-S selected, 3D-Tracking will be grayed out on the Custom setting a1
menu, and completely disappear from the Information edit screens. When I
had 3D tracking selected and changed the Focus mode to AF-S, the camera
automatically switched to Dynamic area mode.

Nikon D5000 AF-Area Modes in Detail

Get 30 days additionally
when you renew your membership
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Recommendation: I normally use Single point AF most of the time since
my static subjects call for it. However, when I am shooting images
of things like moving wildlife, I’ll
Mastering the Nikon D5000 is our fifth
switch immediately to 3D-trackin a series of books in the joint venture
ing (11 points). I use Dynamicbetween NikoniansPress and publisher
area AF when I‘m shooting macro
Rocky Nook and all five include a special
shots, primarily. I even use Auto
Nikonians 50%-off voucher discount
area AF at parties and events. I
for a one year Gold Membership in the
recommend that you use all these
Nikonians community. This will save you
AF-area modes as your needs vary.
$37.50 USD.
Don’t be afraid to learn them well.
It will definitely improve your photography if you learn when to switch between these modes, as you need each
of them. Another thing to test for yourself is whether or not any particular
mode is fast enough for you. Any time the camera has to process more data,
or “think” deeper thoughts, it will take a little more time to obtain a good focus. This is especially true in the Auto-area mode since all the AF sensors are
active.

Lessons learned from someone else’s mistakes
Featured Nikonians Blogger
shares wedding photography tips
Rick Paul
(rickpaul)
Charter Member
1450 posts

In this issue we once again place
the spotlight on one of our “must
read” Nikonians bloggers. Rick
Paul (who provided us with our
cover photo) has been sharing
wedding photography tips, including some valuable business related
information in his Nikonians Blog.
In this excerpt, he relates the common pitfalls faced by photographers who dare to risk their reputations by tackling weddings:

Earlier this summer, Saguaro Shadows Photography was asked to help a friend
with a wedding. The friend had been requested to shoot a wedding, and they
had agreed. Our friend is an amateur, and asked for help. We went to the wedding intending to provide guidance on shot setup, posing, etc. We brought our
cameras, just in case. We ended up needing them, and doing a lot more than
originally planned (and learning some lessons along the way).
The primary photographer captured many good images during the course of
the ceremony. But they also missed several key moments due to some very
simple mistakes.

•

•

•

•

•

by Rick Paul (rickpaul)

Know your equipment - The primary photographer was not familiar
enough with their equipment to understand the various modes and behavior of the camera. This led to incorrect settings at times, causing blurry
pictures due to very slow shutter speeds. This is really no different than the
old rule of never take a new piece of equipment out on an important shoot
before you’ve tested it and know how to use it.
Watch the settings - Photographer was not watching the aperture and
shutter speed choices the camera was making, and did not recognize when
the shutter speed was dropping too low. They were relying on the “scene”
mode they had chosen to make the correct choices, which it was not.
Watch your power - Photographer had spare batteries for the camera
and flash, but they were not ready at hand. Also, they didn’t recognize
when the batteries were running low. This lead to shots being taken without the flash firing, again resulting in very slow shutter speeds and blurry
images. They didn’t realize how many flash shots they had taken prior to
the ceremony. They could have used some of the downtime before the
ceremony or right after the ceremony to change to fresh batteries for the
next phase of the shoot.
Watch your focus - The primary photographer was using a lower end,
competitor camera. Many of their shots were out of focus, and they should
not have been. The photographer was not “chimping” enough to understand they were missing shots because of bad focus.
Meet the client - The photographer knew one set of the parents, but
had never met the bride and groom prior to the wedding. Getting to know
the bride and groom prior to the week of the wedding will create a better
and more trustful relationship. You’ll be closer to being a friend of the family rather than just hired helped. We always schedule an engagement shoot
with the couple weeks or months before the wedding, just so we can begin
to establish that relationship.
When we realized the primary photography was struggling, along we
pulled out our equipment and start shooting side by side.
In the end, there were enough good pictures from the primary photographer and our own to salvage the shoot and avoid a disaster. But proper planning and understanding of the equipment could have avoided
any lost opportunities.
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Nikon boosts FX-Format lens arsenal
Sports and wildlife shooters using Nikon’s FX-format D3-series
and D700 digital-SLR cameras will soon be looking for extra
space in their camera bags and some extra cash in their budgets.
Nikon announced the release of the new AF-S NIKKOR 300mm
f/2.8G ED VR II telephoto lens and the new AF-S Teleconverter
TC-20E III on Dec. 10, 2009.
The AF-S NIKKOR 300mm f/2.8G ED VR II lens is equipped with
vibration reduction (VR II) that reduces the effects of camera
shake equivalent to a shutter speed increase of approximately
four stops. The AF-S Teleconverter TC-20E III, is the world’s first
teleconverter to utilize an aspherical lens element.
Nikon’s Press Release quotes Edward Fasano, general manager
for marketing, SLR Systems Products at Nikon Inc. describing the
new 300mm lens as advancing “one of the most popular fastaperture focal lengths for sports, nature and wildlife photography, demonstrating Nikon’s commitment to professional photographers through the continued development of the optical
fidelity and sharpness for which NIKKOR lenses are famous.”
The Press release goes on to say the aspherical element in the
new TC-20E III teleconverter is designed to virtually eliminate
coma and other aberrations even at wide apertures.
The AF-S DX NIKKOR 300mm f/2.8G ED VR II lens is scheduled
to be available at Nikon authorized dealers in January with an
estimated selling price of $5,899.95. The Nikon AF-S Teleconverter TC-20E III
will be available at
an estimated selling
price of $499.95
(also in January).
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Calendar
Nikonians Academy North America workshops

Depending on location, the workshops offer instruction on such topics as the Nikon D300,
D700, D3 cameras, Creating HDR, and the i-TTL/ Nikon Creative Lighting System. Here are
the Academy workshops for the remainder of December 2009 through February 2010. Check
the Nikonians Academy home page for up to date information and workshop schedules.
December						
Las Vegas
Master your Nikon D300 - In Depth 		
Las Vegas
Master Nikon D700 & D3 In Depth 		
Las Vegas
Master Nikon D700 & D3- Advanced 		
Las Vegas
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash, CLS			
January
Atlanta
Master Nikon D700 & D3 In Depth 		
Atlanta
Master your Nikon D300 - In Depth 		
Atlanta
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash, CLS 		
Atlanta
Master your Nikon D90 and D80 		
February
Orlando
Master Nikon D700 & D3 In Depth 		
San Francisco Creating HDR Photographs 		
Orlando
Master your Nikon D300 - In Depth		
Orlando
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash, CLS 		
San Francisco Master Nikon i-TTL Flash, CLS 		
Orlando
Master your Nikon D90 and D80 		
San Francisco Master Nikon i-TTL Flash – Adv.		
Seattle Master Nikon D700 & D3 In Depth 			
Seattle Master Nikon D700 & D3 – Adv. 			
Seattle Master your Nikon D300 – Adv.			
Seattle Master Nikon i-TTL Flash – Adv			
Los Angeles Master Nikon D700 & D3 In Depth 		
Los Angeles Master your Nikon D300 - In Depth 		
Yosemite
Yosemite in Winter				
Los Angeles Master Nikon D700 & D3 – Adv.		
Los Angeles Master your Nikon D90 and D80 		
Los Angeles Master your Nikon D300 - Advanced 		
Los Angeles Master Nikon i-TTL Flash, CLS 		
Los Angeles Master Nikon i-TTL Flash – Adv. 		
Los Angeles Master Nikon Capture NX2 			

17-DEC-2009
18-DEC-2009
19-DEC-2009
20-DEC-2009
28-JAN-2010
29-JAN-2010
30-JAN-2010
31-JAN-2010
04-FEB-2010
04-FEB-2010
05-FEB-2010
06-FEB-2010
06-FEB-2010
07-FEB-2010
07-FEB-2010
11-FEB-2010
12-FEB-2010
13-FEB-2010
14-FEB-2010
25-FEB-2010
25-FEB-2010
25-FEB-2010
26-FEB-2010
26-FEB-2010
27-FEB-2010
27-FEB-2010
28-FEB-2010
28-FEB-2010

Complete listings by city, date and topics can be found at the Nikonians Academy .
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Share your Small World

The deadline for entries in the 2010 Nikon’s Small World
Competition is April 30, 2010.
The 2010 Contest is designed to showcase excellence in photography through microscopes and this year’s prize list includes a $3,000 USD shopping spree towards the purchase
of Nikon equipment. Photomicrographs must be taken using a light microscope, such as one of the Nikon series of
compound or stereoscopic microscopes. The use of Nikon
equipment is not required. Complete contest entry rules and
the online entry form are available at the Nikon Small World
Homepage (along with great examples of the winning entries
from previous competition).
According to the site: Winners will receive one of 20 prizes,
sorted according to rank in the competition. In addition to
the $3,000 Nikon shopping spree, the winner is invited to
attend an awards presentation ceremony in New York City as
Nikon’s special guest.

UPDATE your profile
to ensure more and better
response on your posts

The Nikonian

Silver member Jody L. Duro (Jodys98Torch ) has our closing image for this edition of The Nikonian. Her image is entitled “Play Time” and it shows a novice monk
having a little fun at the Hsinbyume Pagoda in Mingun, Burma. Jody submitted this photo as her entry in the December segment of The Best of Nikonians - 2009
Images Photo Contest. The contest ends Dec 31, and more detals can be found on page 5. For her photo, taken in December last year, Jody used a Nikon D300
with her AF-S DX VR Zoom-NIKKOR 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6G IF-ED lens at 65mm f/14, 1/800 sec., ISO 200, handheld, no filters.
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